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This edited volume of essays examines a wide range of issues related
to the regionalisation of competition policy in south east asia, where
the ten member states of asean have launched the asean economic
Community (aeC). written by a diverse group of academics, practitioners
and policy-makers, this book explores issues such as the role of competition policy in facilitating the market-integration ambitions of the asean
member states, the challenges arising from divergences in the national
competition law regimes of the asean member states, the absence of a
supranational legal framework and the future of asean’s competition
policy in the light of the aeC Blueprint 2025. given the nexus between
regional competition policy and regional market integration, this book will
be of particular interest to lawyers, economists and policy-makers working
in the fields of competition law and regional trade law.
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f o R ewo R d

The development of competition law and policy in the asean region is
one of the most interesting case studies of our times. The economic crisis
of the late 2000s has called into question many of the (apparent) verities of
our times such as demonopolisation, liberalisation, privatisation and globalisation. Belief in ‘the market’ as a tool for maximising consumer welfare spread with extraordinary rapidity in the 1990s and 2000s. a map of
the world today shows very few outliers in this respect. of course markets
may fail, or be abused by market participants, which is why we have more
than 130 domestic systems of competition law today, spread throughout
the world geographically and in all types of economy. The international
growth of competition law has been remarkable. more has been achieved,
more quickly, than i could have imagined to be possible, for example, at
the time of the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989.
my own acquaintance with competition law began, as a student, in
1977, when i took an option quaintly known as ‘monopolies, mergers
and Restrictive Trade practices’ while studying for the Bachelor of Civil
law at oxford university. at that time the uK had been a member of the
(then) european economic Community for a mere four years. an exciting
period of regional economic integration was under way in europe. The
six founder member states of the eeC had begun this project in 1957 with
the Treaty of Rome (a more limited one had preceded this for coal and
steel with the Treaty of paris a few years earlier). Today’s european union
(eu) consists of 28 member states, stretching from Cyprus, Bulgaria and
Romania in the east of europe to sweden, the uK and ireland in the west.
iceland, norway and liechtenstein are broadly affiliated with this system
through the rules of the european economic area agreement.
institutionally, the eu competition rules are enforced by the european
Commission, physically located in Brussels, in conjunction with the
national competition authorities of the 28 member states. a european
Competition network formalises cooperation between the various
xix
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foreword

competition authorities that work closely with one another, for example,
exchanging information and conducting investigations on behalf of one
another; a secure intranet puts them within a click of one another. above
the competition authorities (and the national courts of the member states)
the Court of Justice in luxembourg oversees the eu legal system, interpreting the Treaties and derivative legislation and ensuring consistency
across a market of more than 500 million people. To my mind, this is a
quite extraordinary supranational achievement. from the devastation of
1945, when europe lay literally in ruins, the nation states of europe have
succeeded in creating a single market of relatively frictionless trade (the
project remains unfinished), overseen by institutions committed to ensuring fair competition and the promotion of consumer welfare.
however, all is not well. in 2016, the uK took the momentous decision
to withdraw from the eu. political movements exist in several eu member
states that could lead to further withdrawals. nation states in the eu are
having to battle with secessionist movements. globalisation harms as well
as hurts, and it is not only in the eu that a backlash is under way. many
citizens across the world feel that they are victims of the powerful economic forces at play today, and it is not surprising that they ask for protection. The cry for protection can easily morph in the hands of government’s
into protectionism, and this can find expression in competition laws, for
example, that adopt broad ‘public interest’ criteria for the supervision of
mergers or specifically inhibit foreign direct investment.
it is against this backdrop that this book explores current developments
in the asean region. it could hardly be more timely. as Burton ong, the
editor of this series of excellent essays on the regionalisation of competition law and policy in the asean region notes in his preface, competition law has taken root in the region only in the last ten years or so, with
most of the domestic laws of the ten member states of asean being of
more recent origin than that. The regional competition policy of asean
was launched as recently as 2015. what can we expect of an asean competition policy? how did this policy originate? Can there be a successful
asean approach to competition policy if the national laws of the constituent member states are significantly divergent? what lessons can be
learned from other regional arrangements (the eu being one such system, but there are several others, for example nafTa, Comesa and
CaRiCom)? These are among the topics that are explored in this book. i
will not outline the contents of each of the chapters, as professor ong does
this very elegantly in his initial chapter.
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xxi

from my perspective – as a citizen of the eu and an admirer of the
supranational system that is the eu – the essay in this book that i find the
most fascinating is that of professor eleanor fox, who asks ‘Can asean
achieve a single market with national-only competition law’? i have briefly
described the eu system and its ambitious architectural machinery that
subordinates national sovereignty in the interest of the wider european
project. asean’s goals are ambitious, but they do not stretch as far as the
eu’s: specifically there are no plans for a supranational, asean-wide,
competition law (as opposed to policy), and there will be no overarching institutions with the power to ensure conformity and consistency. as
fox succinctly puts it, ‘asean has a different vision – national-only law
and a network without a centre’. her essay discusses what can be achieved
in such circumstances, and concludes that the answer is ‘quite a lot’. The
asean states can take a number of steps – for example not tolerating
export cartels that could harm other community members, and refraining from conferring privileges on state actors that give them significant
competitive advantages over others within the region – that could help to
develop a single, asean competitive market.
in recent months, i have had to spend a disproportionate amount of my
time considering the dispiriting subject of what Brexit means for the competition law and policy of the uK. for me it will be of much greater interest
to watch developments in the asean region. The ten member states differ
from one another in many ways – legally, economically and culturally –
and one cannot take for granted that the road ahead will be smooth. on
the other hand, the eu has demonstrated what can be achieved, even if
Brexit slightly tarnishes the project. i congratulate professor ong on the
production of this excellent book, which provides a splendid account of
the challenges of implementing a regional competition policy.
Richard Whish QC (Hon),
Emeritus Professor of Law
King’s College London
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p R e faC e a n d aC K n ow l e d g e m e n T s

Competition law in south east asia has only taken root, formally, in the
legal systems of the ten member states of the association of south east
asian nations (asean) over the last fifteen years, with a majority establishing national competition law frameworks only in the last five years. at
the regional level, the development of an asean-wide competition policy
framework has been pursued in earnest by asean member states in tandem with the development of the asean economic Community, which
was formally launched at the end of 2015. The dynamic interplay of legal
and policy reforms in this field of law at both the regional and national
levels, with the divergent socio-economic and political landscapes of these
countries, presents an interesting opportunity to examine the extent of the
role that competition law and policy may play in achieving the economic
development goals of states that introduce such regimes.
This book aims to explore the different facets of the development of
competition law and policy within the asean region, with chapters
authored by a diverse group of accomplished legal scholars, legal practitioners and policy-makers. Based on their expertise and ability to provide
complementary perspectives, from both within asean and from an international and comparative perspective, these contributors were selected
to participate in a research project supported by the ew Barker Centre
for law and Business (ewClB) at the national university of singapore
(Research grant number C-241-000-506-001) which hosted a conference (“The Regionalisation of Competition law and policy: implications
for the asean economic Community”) in april 2016. The papers presented by them at this conference were subsequently edited and integrated
into the chapters of this book. Thank you for making the effort to travel
to singapore from new york, london, glasgow, dublin, munich, sydney,
Bangkok and Kuala lumpur.
my thanks are also due to the following people for their invaluable assistance towards the completion of this project. The managers at the ewClB,
xxiii
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especially finna wong, who facilitated the conference in singapore which
brought the contributing authors of the chapters in this book together to
present their work for discussion, did an outstanding job in managing and
coordinating the logistics for this event. i am also extremely grateful for
the invaluable research, administrative and editorial assistance ably provided by Jeremiah lau, Benjamin wong and Jasmine foo. in addition,
credit must be given to Joe ng and his colleagues at Cambridge university
press who played a key role in bringing this book to fruition. finally, i
would like to acknowledge the support and encouragement of my family
and friends throughout the entire process.
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a B B R eV iaT io n s

aCap 2025

asean Competition plan 2025

aCCC

australian Competition and Consumer Commission

aCf

african Competition forum

adB

asian development Bank

aeC

asean economic Community

aegC

asean experts group on Competition

aeR

australian energy Regulator

afsa

asean multilateral agreement on the full liberalisation of air
freight services

ams

asean member state

apBsd

asean policy Blueprint for sme development

apsC

asean political security Community

asa

asean multilateral agreement on air services

asCC

asean socio-Cultural Community

asean

association of south east asian nations

asean mnpa

asean agreement on the movement of natural persons

aTiga

asean Trade in goods agreement

aTp

absolute territorial protection

Bnm

Central Bank of malaysia

CaRiCom

Caribbean Community

CCpC

Competition and Consumer protection Commission

CCs

Competition Commission of singapore

xxv
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abbreviations

CfTa

Continental free Trade area

CJeu

Court of Justice of the european union

ClmV

Cambodia, laos, myanmar and Vietnam

Cma

Competition and markets authority (uK)

Comesa

Common market for eastern and southern africa

Cpl

competition policy and law

dg

directorate-general

eaC

east african Community

eCm

energy Commission (of malaysia)

eC dg

directorate general – european Commission

eCn

european Competition network

eCowas

economic Community of west african states

eeC

european economic Community

egaT

electricity generating authority of Thailand

eu

european union

fdi

foreign direct investment

fTa

free trade agreement

gC

general Court (of the eu)

gdp

gross domestic product

giC

government of singapore investment Corporation

giZ

deutsche gesellschaft für internationale Zusammenarbeit

glC

government-linked company

gliC

government-linked investment company

hRs

hotel Reservation service

iai

initiative for asean integration

iCn

international Competition network

idR

indonesian Rupiah

ip

intellectual property

JCC

Joint Collaboration Committee
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abbreviations

xxvii

JfTC

Japan fair Trade Commission

Kppu

indonesian supervisory Commission for Business Competition

m&a

merger and acquisition

mas

malaysian airline system Berhad

maVCom

malaysian aviation Commission

mCmC

malaysia Communication and multimedia Commission

meRCosuR

Common market in south america

mfn

most favoured national clause

nCa

national Competition authority

nafTa

north american free Trade agreement

nep

national economic policy

oeCd

organisation for economic Co-operation and development

oeCs

organisation of eastern Caribbean states

ofT

office of fair Trading (uK)

oTa

online travel agent

pap

people’s action party of singapore

pasa

asean multilateral agreement on the full liberalisation of
passenger air services

pCa

philippine Competition act

peTRonas

petroliam nasional Berhad (malaysia)

pTT

petroleum authority of Thailand

RCC

Regional Core Competencies

Ria

regional integration arrangement

RoTd

Restraint of Trade doctrine

Rpm

resale price maintenance

sadC

southern african development Community

saCu

southern african Customs union

sC

securities Commission (of malaysia)

sedC

state economic development corporation
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xxviii

abbreviations

sgei

services of general economic interest

sme

small and medium-sized enterprise

soe

state-owned enterprise

spad

land public Transport Commission

span

national water service Commission

TaC

Treaty of amity and Cooperation in southeast asia

TCa

Trade Competition act (Thailand)

TCC

Trade Competition Commission (Thailand)

Tfeu

Treaty on the functioning of the european union

Tpp

Trans-pacific partnership

uemoa

union economique et monétaire ouest africaine

uK

united Kingdom

unCTad

united nations Conference on Trade and development

us

The united states of america

uwB

gesetz gegen den unlauteren wettbewerb

VCa

Vietnam Competition authority

waemu

west african economic and monetary union

wTo

world Trade organization
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